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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the range extension control system based on least square method is proposed for electric

vehicles with in-wheel motors and front active steering. This proposed method distributes front and rear wheel side-slip

angles and driving force difference between left and right motors from lateral force and yaw-moment. The proposed method

enables to reduce driving resistance generated from front steering angle. In fact, the mileage per charge is extended up to

200 m/kWh. Simulations and experiments are carried out to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the environmental problems as global warm-

ing, exhaustion of fossil fuels and air pollution are greatly

paid attentions. For these problems, hybrid vehicles(HVs)

and electric vehicles(EVs) are focused on. Especially, EVs

are effective against prevention of global warming. In ad-

dition, EVs which are driven by electric motors has four

advantages (1).

•Development of in-wheel motors enables individual

control of each wheel.

•Continuous and smooth braking torque can be gener-

ated by regeneration.

•Generated torque can be measured precisely from mo-

tor current.

•Quick torque response is available by motor current

control.

These advantages are effective for vehicle motion control.

Author’s research group has studied the slip-ratio control

by using quick torque responses and vehicle motion control

by using left and right driving force differences (2) (3).

EVs which are superior to environmental problem has

some issues to become widely used. Three issues are of-

ten taken up. First, EVs are more expensive than internal

combustion engine vehicle(ICEV). Second, the number of

charging facility are few. Finally, the mileage per charge is

very short. Especially, the issue of mileage per charge de-

pends on battery capacity. In order to solve this issue, the

research on variable-parameter permanent-magnetic mo-

tors, which can change flux according to the speed and a

novel drive method of motor, which is driven with high effi-

ciency point by two reduction gear are studied (4) (5). How-

ever, in order to solve this problem drastically, it is neces-

sary to improve battery capacity.

Author’s research group proposed range extension con-

trol system(RECS) for solving the issue on mileage per

charge (6) (7) (8). In (6), it is assumed that EVs have two dif-

ferential efficiency motors which are adopted front and rear

wheels. When vehicle is running on straight road, torque

distribution is realized by front and rear motors. It en-

ables to reduce the total energy loss by distributing motors

torque to optimal efficiency points of each motor. By the

method, it is optimized from battery output to motor out-

put.In (7) and (8), it is assumed that EVs enable individual

control of left and right motors. When vehicle is running

on curving road, front steering angle is reduced by using

yaw-moment generated by torque difference between left

and right motors. As a result, it is able to reduce driving

resistance generated by front steering. Energy loss is re-

duced, because driving resistance is decreased. However,

in (7) and (8), it is conducted minimization of mechanical

output only, because electric loss is not considered.

In our group a distribution method was used equaliza-

tion of work load for each wheel to stabilize vehicle mo-

tion (9). However, in this paper, distribution method based

on least square method is proposed for range extension con-

trol system. Proposed method enables to calculate front

steering angle and yaw-moment generated by torque differ-

ence, which can minimize the driving resistance, from lat-

eral force balanced in centrifugal force and yaw-moment.

In addition, electric loss is added to cost function. As a re-

sult, it becomes possible to reduce both mechanical output

and copper loss. The effectiveness of proposed method is

verified by simulation and experiment.
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Fig. 1 Experimental vehicle.
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Table 1 Vehicle specification.

Dimensions(L×W×H) 2300×1600×1510 mm

Weight 850 kg

Vehicle yaw inertia 617 kgm2

lf 999 mm

lr 701 mm

Tread base 1300 mm

Radius of tire 302 mm

2. Experimental vehicle

An original experimental EV “FPEV2-Kanon”, that is

developed in the author’s laboratory, is used for perfor-

mance verification. In this section, the characteristics of the

experimental vehicle are explained. In-wheel motors, which

are outer-roter type, are installed in each wheel. Since this

motor uses direct drive system, the reaction force from the

road is directly transferred to the motor side without gear

reduction and backlash. It is possible to generate yaw-

moment by different driving force between left and right in-

wheel motor. The steering mechanism adopts active front

and rear steering system, by using two 250W DC motors for

electric power steering (EPS). Moreover, in order to switch

Steer-by-Wire (SbW) and EPS, the steering wheel shaft has

a removable structure. In this paper, only two structures

are used, one is the rear in-wheel motor, the other is front

active steering.

Fig. 1(a) shows experimental vehicle, Fig. 1(b) shows in-

wheel motor, Table 1 shows vehicle specifications.

3. Vehicle modeling

3.1. Vehicle dynamics

In this section, vehicle dynamics which descnibes four

wheel drive and front and rear steering are explained (10).

Fig. 2 shows vehicle model. Wheel motion equation is rep-

resented by

Jω
dω

dt
= T − rFd, (1)

where Jω is wheel inertia, ω is wheel speed, T is motor

torque, r is tire radius, and Fd is driving force.

Longitudinal motion eeqation, lateral motion eqation and

yaw-dynamics eqation are represented by

Fx = Fxfl + Fxfr + Fxrl + Fxrr, (2)

Fy = MV
(
β̇ + γ

)
= Fyfl + Fyfr + Fyrl + Fyrr, (3)

Mz = Iγ̇ = Fyfllf + Fyfrlf − Fyrllr − Fyrrlr

+
df
2

(−Fxfl + Fxfr) +
dr
2

(−Fxrl + Fxrr) .

(4)

where Fx is vehicle driving force, Fy is lateral force, Mz is

yaw-moment acting on vehicle center of gravity, Fxfl, Fxfr,

Fxrl and Fxrr are driving forces generated each wheel, Fyfl,

Fyfr, Fyrl and Fyrr are lateral forces generated each wheel,

M is vehicle mass, β is vehicle side-slip angle, γ is yaw-rate,

I is vehicle yaw inertia, lf and lr are the distance from body

center of gravity to steering knuckle spindle, and rear wheel

axle, respectively, and df and dr are tread bases of front

and rear axle, respectively.

Wheel side-slip angles are angles between wheel traveling

direction and wheel rotation direction. These are repre-

sented by αfl, αfr, αrl and αrr, respectively. Cornering

forces Yf and Yr are perpendicular force against this wheel

traveling direction. If left and right tire characteristics are

the same and front and rear steering angles are small, lat-

eral forces generated by left and right tire are same. In ad-

dition, it is assumed that lateral force equal with cornering

force. In this condition, the relationships of wheel side-slip

angles, lateral forces, and cornering forces are represented

by

αfl ≃ αfr ≃ αf = β +
lfγ

V
− δf , (5)

αrl ≃ αrr ≃ αr = β − lrγ

V
− δr, (6)

Fyfl ≃ Fyfr≃Fyf≃Yf = −Cfαf , (7)

Fyrl ≃ Fyrr≃Fyr≃Yr = −Crαr, (8)

where V is vehicle velocity, and Cf and Cr are cornering

stiffness.

3.2. Driving resistance

In this section, driving resistance is explained. This oc-

curs by front steering when vehicle is running on curving

road. Fig. 3 shows bicycle model. This model is assumed

that left and right tire characteristics are the same. Tires

generate lateral forces and rolling friction when vehicle is

running. Longitudinal elements of these forces and distur-

bances such as wind and road condition become driving

resistance Fr. Driving resistance Fr is represented by

Fr = 2Fyf sin δf + µ0Nf cosαf + µ0Nr cosαr + Fdis,

(9)

where Fdis is disturbances such as wind and road condition,

µ0 is coefficient of rolling friction, Nf and Nr are front and

rear vertical forces.
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4. Distribution method based on least square method

4.1. Cost function

In this section, the cost function is defined to minimize

the total loss. In this paper, it is assumed that rear-wheel-

drive vehicle has front active steering unit. Therefore, front

driving force and rear steering angle are treated 0. Power

loss which becomes cost function is derived. Power loss P ,

which generated by EV driven by electric motor, compose

3 elements. 3 elements are mechanical output Pm, copper

loss Pc, and iron loss Pi.

P = Pm + Pc + Pi (10)

Here iron loss Pi is ignored for simplification. Mechanical

output is generated by product of torque and wheel speed.

It is assumed that torque is controlled by id = 0 control,

copper loss is generated in proportion to the square of q

axis current iq of permanent magnetic motor.

Pm = Trlωrl + Trrωrr (11)

Pc = Rarli
2
qrl +Rarri

2
qrr (12)

where iqrl and iqrr are q axis current carrying left and right

motor, and Rarl and Rarr are armature winding resistance

of left and right motor.

First, mechanical output is derived. It is assumed that

all wheels adhere to road. In this condition, mechanical

output is represented by

Pm = FxVx +Nzγ, (13)

where Vx is longitudinal velocity, Nz is yaw-moment gen-

erated by torque difference between left and right motors.

Second, copper loss is derived. Copper loss is generated

in proportion to the square of q axis current iq. Q-axis

current iq is able to derive from torques.

iq =
T

Pnϕa
=

T

Kt
(14)

where Pn is number of pairs of poles, ϕa is interlinkage

magnetic flux, and Kt is torque constant. Next, torques of

each wheel are derived. Considering that wheel speed ω is

constant on steady state, the relationship between torque

and driving force is represented by

T = rFd. (15)

Driving force and yaw-moment generated by torque differ-

ence between left and right motors are distributed equally

to left and right motors.[
Frl

Frr

]
=

[
1
2

− 1
dr

1
2

1
dr

][
Fx

Nz

]
(16)

Left and right armature winding resistances and torque

constants are the same because same motors are installed.

Rarl = Rarr = Ra (17)

Ktrl = Ktrr = Kt (18)

Therefore, copper loss is derived by substituting (14)∼(18)

for (12), and represented by

Pc =
Rar

2

K2
t

(
1

2
F 2
x +

2

d2r
N2

z

)
. (19)

The sum of (13) and (19) is power loss.

Public road is usually composed of straight road and

curving road. Moreover, curving road is constructed of

some circles with different radius. Therefore, in this paper,

it is assumed that vehicle is running steady circle turning

with constant velocity and constant yaw-rate. Driving force

needs the same value of the driving resistance to turn with

constant velocity. Mechanical output and copper loss are

substituted (9) for (13) and (19) when vehicle is running

on curving road.

Pm = (2Fyf sin δf + µ0Nz cos δf + µ0Nr)Vx +Nzγ

(20)

Pc =
(
Rar

2

2K2
t

(
2Fyf sin δf + µ0Nz cos δf

+µ0Nr

)2
+

2Rar
2

K2
t d

2
r
N2

z

)
(21)

4.2. Distribution method based on least square method

Lateral motion equation (3) and yaw-dynamics equation

(4) are organized as[
−2Cf −2Cr 0

−2Cf lf 2Crlr 1

] αf

αr

Nz

 =

[
Fy

Mz

]
,(22)

where left-hand side coefficient matrix is defined as A, vec-

tor of wheel side-slip angles and yaw-moment generated by

torque difference between left and right motors is defined

as x = [αf αr Nz]
T , right-hand side vector [Fy Mz]

T is de-

fined as b. Cost function J is derived that rolling friction is

neglected and front steering angle is approximated enough

small.

J = 2FyfδfVx +Nzγ +
2Rar

2

K2
t

F 2
yfδ

2
f +

2Rar
2

K2
t d

2
r
N2

z (23)

Cost function J is minimized by distribution of front and

rear wheel side-slip angle and yaw-moment generated by

torque difference. Therefore, it is necessary that front steer-

ing angle δf is represented by front and rear wheel side-slip

angle αf and αr. Front steering angle δf is represented by

substituting (5) for (6).

δf =
l

V
γ − (αf − αr) (24)

In addition, yaw-rate γ of lateral motion equation (3) is

substituted for (24). In this paper, time derivative of vehi-

cle side-slip angle β is assumed to be zero, because steady

circle turning is assumed. Then, from (3), yaw-rate γ is

represented by

γ =
−2Cfαf − 2Crαr

MV
. (25)

Therefore, (7), (24), and (25) is substituted for (23).

J ≃
(
4C2

f l

MV
+ 2CfV

)
α2
f +

(
4CfCrl

MV
− 2CfV

)
αfαr

− 2Cf

MV
αfNz −

2Cr

MV
αrNz +

2Rar
2

K2
t d

2
r
N2

z (26)

In this paper, α4
f , α2

fα
2
r, α2

fNz, and αfαrNz are enough
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Fig. 4 Block diagram of range extension control

system with least square solution.

small, and these values are ignored, because minimization

is conducted by least square method. Higher order terms

more than 3rd order of J are generated to substitute driv-

ing force which balanced with driving resistance for (23).

(26) is equal to only copper loss which generated by me-

chanical output and yaw-moment generated by torque dif-

ference between left and right motor, because these values

are approximated as enough small.

In addition, W is defined as weighting matrix. Weighted

least square solution xopt is represented by

J = xTWx, (27)

xopt = W−1AT
(
AW−1AT

)−1
b, (28)

W =


4C2

f

MV
l + 2CfV

2CfCr

MV
l − CfV

−Cf

MV
2CfCr

MV
l − CfV 0 −Cr

MV
−Cf

MV
−Cr
MV

2Rar
2

K2
t
d2r

 .

(29)

Lateral force and yaw-moment are used as references, front

and rear wheel side-slip angles and yaw-moment generated

by torque difference between left and right motors which

minimized J is calculated by (28). References of front steer-

ing angle and left and right torques are generated by these

values.

5. Simulation

Fig. 4 shows block diagram of range extension control

system used in simulation. In conventional method, vehicle

turns used only front steering angle. In proposed method,

vehicle turns used front and rear wheel side-slip angles and

yaw-moment generated by torque difference between left

and right motors which calculated by (28). Both conven-

tional method and proposed method are conducted steady

circle turning. These are compared by sum of mechanical

output based on (11) and copper loss based on (12). Vehicle

velocity controller is designed to keep the constant veloc-

ity. Proportional gain in the vehicle velocity controller is

designed by pole placement method. The plant of vehicle

velocity controller is considered as vehicle mass.

V =
1

Ms
Fx (30)

The pole of vehicle velocity controller is −5 rad/s. Vehicle

velocity controller Cp(s) corresponds driver model. Driv-

ing force controlled by Cp(s) and yaw-moment generated

by torque difference between left and right motors calcu-

lated by (28) is used as left and right torque inputs by (16).

In this paper, front wheel side-slip angle α∗
f control is used

only, because experimental vehicle which enables front ac-

tive steering is assumed. Reference of front steering angle

δ∗f is calculated from α∗
f by below equation.

δ∗f = β +
lfγ

∗

V ∗ − α∗
f (31)

Vehicle velocity V ∗ of (31) is used vehicle velocity input.

Yaw-rate γ∗ is calculated by vehicle linear model from

front steering angle δ∗h and vehicle velocity V ∗ (10). δ∗h is

a front steering angle which is needed to turn by conven-

tional method. Moreover, vehicle side-slip angle β is used

a vehicle output.Reference of lateral force F ∗
y which used

in proposed method is calculated from circle radius, vehicle

velocity, and vehicle mass. It is represented by

F ∗
y =

MV 2

R
, (32)

where R is circle radius. The circle radius in which vehicle

is running with conventional method is used. In addition,

reference of yaw-moment is M∗
z = 0. This is because yaw-

rate is constant.

The simulation model is used “2D-TireModel ver1.0” (11).

The nominal values of front and rear cornering stiffness are

Cf = 8000 N/rad and Cr = 15000 N/rad, respectively.

Simulation conditions are V = 15 km/h and R = 8 m. Both

conventional method and proposed method are measured

during 15 s. Moreover, each result is compared by average

values. Fig. 5 shows simulation results. Front steering angle

is reduced by proposed method as shown in Fig. 5(a). This

is because lateral force, which is necessary when the vehi-

cle is turning, is distributed by the proposed method. The

yaw-moment generated by torque difference between left

and right motors is shown in Fig. 5(b). The yaw-moment

which becomes insufficient with proposed method is com-

pensated by yaw-moment generated by torque difference

between left and right motors. Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) show

vehicle velocity and vehicle trajectory, respectively. From

these results, it is able to confirm that both conventional

method and proposed method are turning with constant ve-

locity and at the same circle radius. Fig. 5(e) shows average

values of power loss and Fig. 5(f) shows magnified figure

of it. This power loss is sum of both mechanical output

and copper loss. Power loss is reduced 5% with proposed

method.

Table 2 shows km per kWh. In this paper, the efficiency

of chopper, inverter and motor are treated as 100 %. Run-

ning distance in 15 s is integrated the vehicle velocity with

simulation time. In a similar way, energy is integrated

power loss with simulation time. Moreover, km per kWh

is calculated to divide run distance by energy. Capacity of
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Fig. 5 Simulation results.

Table 2 km per kWh (simulation results).

Battery capacity Without RECS With RECS

1 kWh 17.4 km 18.0 km

5 kWh 87.0 km 90.0 km

16 kWh 278.4 km 288.0 km

Table 3 km per kWh (experimental results).

Battery capacity Without RECS With RECS

1 kWh 8.03 km 8.20 km

5 kWh 40.19 km 41.01 km

16 kWh 128.61 km 131.23 km

batteries are assumed 5 kWh for experimental vehicle and

16 kWh for the i-MiEV produced by MISTUBISHI MO-

TORS (12). The run distance is extended to 600 m per 1

kWh with proposed method.

6. Experiment

Experiment is carried out under same condition with sim-

ulation. Experimental vehicle, shown in section 2, is used

. Experiment is conducted in parking area of university.

Experimental conditions are vehicle velocity V = 15 km/h

and circle radius R = 8 m. Both conventional method and

proposed method are exammed at steady circle turning.

In experiment, power loss is product value of inverter in-

put voltage Vdc and inverter input current Idc. This result

includes not only mechanical output and copper loss but

iron loss and efficiency of inverter and motor. In order to

confirm repeatability of experimental results, average val-

ues of 10 times of both conventional method and proposed

method are used. Moreover, standard deviation ±σ of each

result is shown as error bar.

Fig. 6 shows experimental results. Front steering angle is

reduced and yaw-moment, generated by torque difference

between left and right motors, is generated by proposed

method as shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b). It is con-

firmed that yaw-moment which becomes insufficient with

proposed method is compensated by yaw-moment gener-

ated by torque difference between left and right motors.

Both conventional method and proposed method have the

same velocity as shown in Fig. 6(c). Fig. 6(d) shows vehi-

cle trajectory. The vehicle trajectory of proposed method

is larger than that of conventional method. This is be-

cause yaw-rate is reduced slightly by distribution. However,

power loss which reduces of yaw-rate corresponds about 0.1

W. The power loss is reduced almost 50 W by the proposed

method as shown in Fig. 6(e) and Fig. 6(f). Therefore,

there is enough effectiveness even if this power loss is con-

sidered. Power losses are calculated from measured inverter

inputs. It is confirmed that power loss is reduced about 3%

by proposed method.

Table 3 shows km per kWh calculated in similar way

of simulation. Mileage per charge is extended 200 m per

1kWh as shown in Table 3. However, efficiency of experi-

mental results is less than one of simulation results. This

is because experimental results include iron loss, motor ef-

ficiency and inverter efficiency.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, distribution method of lateral force and

yaw-moment for range extension control system is pro-

posed. It is confirmed that proposed method enables to

extend mileage per charge by simulation and experiment.
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Fig. 6 Experimental results.

The future works will be evaluation using other turning

methods.
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